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ABSTRACT
This paper investigates the performance of 96 channel DWDM optical communication system at 40 Gb/s based on dispersion
compensation using dispersion compensating fiber (DCF). The three dispersion compensating techniques using DCF (preDCF, post-DCF and symmetrical-DCF) are investigated & compared. In fiber optic transmission system, distance and capacity
of optical signal are always an important factor to improve the performance of the fiber optic transmission system. But some
factor deteriorates the performance of all optical system such as chromatic dispersion, polarization mode dispersion, and nonlinear effect. In this paper, the 96 channel WDM optical communication system at 40 Gb/s has been designed and investigated
with EDFA as an optical amplifier based on dispersion compensation. Optisystem 7.0 is used for designing and simulation of
the proposed system. The results of three dispersion compensation techniques have been compared in the term of bit error rate
and Quality factor and it is observed that both post- and symmetrical compensation techniques provide better results for short
haul communication as well as long haul communication.

Keywords: — Dispersion, wavelength division multiplexing (WDM), Erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA), Bit error
rate (BER).

1. INTRODUCTION
In order to increase the information carrying capacity of an optical fiber communication system, wavelength division
multiplexing (WDM) is one of the most efficient techniques used in optical communication systems. Wavelength
division multiplexing system includes several lasers operating at different wavelength. Wavelength division
multiplexing also adds flexibility to complex communication. Basically, WDM uses multiplexer at transmitter side for
combining the signal and demultiplexer at receiver side to spread the signal apart. Due to higher capacity of WDM, it
is designed to achieve the higher data rate. WDM system enhances the capacity of network without laying more fibers
in telecommunication companies. The information carrying capacity in WDM can be further enhanced by increasing
either the per-channel data rates or the number of multiplexed channels. [1]

Figure 1 Block diagram of optical WDM transmission System
The transmission in WDM optical networks is affected by attenuation, chromatic dispersion, polarization mode
dispersion and the fiber non-linear effects at high bit rate and power level. In order to compensate for the attenuation
losses optical amplifiers (EDFA, SOA, Raman amplifier) are used. Since all the channels need to be amplified
simultaneously so optical amplifiers like Er-doped fiber amplifiers (EDFAs) are mostly used in optical fiber
communication networks. EDFAs operate in 1550 nm wavelength window. [1], [2]
In WDM optical networks, the dispersion compensation is a key issue. To compensate dispersion in WDM systems,
various methods can be used, which are microchip compensation, mid span spectral inversion, optical phase
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conjugation, initial pre chip, fiber bragg gratings (FBG). [2]
Considering all these dispersion compensation methods, the dispersion compensating fibers (DCFs) has been used in
this paper to reduce the overall dispersion of the optical fiber link. The dispersion compensating fiber can be connected
in three configuration, pre, post and symmetrical.
1.1 Dispersion Compensation Fibers
The components of DCF are more stable, these are not easily affected by temperature, wide bandwidth, so this is most
suitable method for dispersion compensation. The use of DCF is an efficient way to reduce the overall dispersion in
WDM network as they have higher negative dispersion coefficient and can be connected to the transmission fiber
having the positive dispersion coefficient i.e. the overall dispersion of the link becomes zero. It is currently used for
dispersion compensation in long-haul WDM optical transmission system. [3], [4] Dispersion can be compensated by
three compensation techniques depending upon the position of DCF:
i. Pre-DCF dispersion compensation
ii. Post- DCF dispersion compensation
iii. Symmetrical- DCF dispersion compensation
In pre- DCF dispersion compensation scheme, the DCF is placed before the single mode fiber (SMF) to compensate the
dispersion in SMF. In post- DCF dispersion compensation, the DCF is placed after the SMF to compensate the
dispersion in SMF. In symmetrical- DCF dispersion compensation, both the schemes (pre-, post-compensation) are
used i.e. DCF is positioned before as well as after the SMF to attain the dispersion compensation. [5]
The rest of the paper is organized as followed; in section 2, discussed the Literature Review. Simulation methodology is
described in section 3. In section 4, the results and discussion is presented and section 5 concludes the paper.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Kaler et al. [6] investigated the pre-, post- and symmetrical dispersion compensation methods for 10 Gbps NRZ links
using standard and dispersion compensated fibers. The EDFA was used as an optical amplifier. The reported results of
three compensation methods are compared and it was found that the symmetrical compensation method is superior to
pre- and post-compensation methods. The achieved maximum transmission distance for post-compensation is up to 288
km.
R. Randhawa et al. [7] compared the different dispersion mapping techniques like pre-, post- and hybrid compensation
in the presence of fiber nonlinearities in 10 and 40 Gbps carrier-suppressed return to zero (CSRZ) systems and it is
observed that hybrid compensation provide better results for high speed optical system. Unfortunately, these models
have very low capacity and cannot be used for high speed optical communication because it is limited to single channel
with 10 Gbps speed.
Tiwari et al. [8] achieved dispersion and power compensation in parallel by using pumped dispersion compensating
fiber means Raman amplification has been done by using counter pumped DCF (PDCF).
Anil Agarwal et al [9] investigated the performance of DWDM system using Hybrid & single optical amplifiers in
terms of q-factor, bit rate , eye height the performance is measured based on optical amplifiers at different
transmission distance . Among these setups EDFA-EDFA performed better than other optical amplifiers at 150 km
distance. They find that the output power (36.55 to -3.45 dBm), least BER (-38.96 to 0), large Q factor (12.71 to 0) and
good eye diagram for different transmission distance ranging from 50 to 250 km.
Abdel Hakeim M. Huseina et al [10] investigated the spectrum sliced dense wavelength division multiplexed passive
optical network (SS-DWDM–PON) as a power efficient and cost effective solution for optical access networks. In this
work an AWG demultiplexer is used to operate as slicing system. The high speed SS-DWDM system has been realized
and investigated for 32 channels with data rate up to 3 Gbps using broadband ASE source (LED). The 3 Gbps signals
both non-return-to-zero (NRZ) and return-to-zero (RZ)were demonstrated in 40 km optical fiber link with BER <
10− 12. The results obtained here demonstrate that SS-DWDM is well suited for Fiber-to-the-Home (FTTH) network.

3. SIMULATION METHODOLOGY
The 96 X 40 Gb/s WDM optical communication system is designed & investigated using the Optisystem 7.0 simulator
software based on dispersion compensation using DCF. The three dispersion compensation schemes (pre, post &
symmetrical) are designed & investigated in terms of BER & Q-Factor. The parameters used for simulation are
described in Table 1and fiber parameters are described in Table 2.
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In the system design, the transmitter segment consists of data source, that generate a pseudo random sequence of bits at
40 Gbps. NRZ pulse generator convert the binary data into electrical pulses that modulates the laser signal using the
Mach-Zehnder (M-Z) modulator. The transmitter segment block diagram is shown in “Fig. 2”.

Figure 2 Transmitter section [11]
There are 96 optical sources that are generating the optical signals at different wavelengths with the channel spacing of
100 GHz. The multiplexer combines the 96 input channels and transmit them over single fiber channel. The
transmission channel consists of SMF of length 200 km and DCF of length 40 km; i.e. the total link distance is 240
km. Erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) is used to amplify the signals.
At the receiver part, the 1:96 demultiplexer is used to distribute the signals to 96 different channels. The output of the
demultiplexer is given to APD photodetector and then passes through low pass electrical filter and 3R regenerator. The
receiver part block diagram is shown in “Fig. 3”. The system is simulated with 4 different cases of link distance as
described in Table 3.

Figure 3 Receiver section [11]

Table 1: Simulation Parameters
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Parameters

Value

Bit rate

40 Gbps

No of channels

96

Power

10 dbm

Central frequency of
first channel

191 THz

Channel spacing

100 GHz

Capacity

96x40 Gbps

EDFA Gain

10-30 dB
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Table 2: Fiber Parameters
SMF

DCF

Length (km)

100-200

20-40

Attenuation (db/km)

0.2

0.5

Dispersion (ps/nm/km)

17

-85

Dispersion slop
(ps/nm2/km)

0.075

-0.3

Differential group delay
(ps/km)

0.2

0.2

The simulation setup of 96 channel WDM system based on dispersion compensation is shown in “Fig. 4”.

Figure 4: Simulation Setup of 96 X 40 Gb/s DWDM system
Table 3: Different cases of simulated system
CASE

SMF
(km)

DCF
(km)

1

100

20

2

125

25

3

150

30

4

200

40

4.RESULT & DISCUSSION
The 96 channel WDM system based on dispersion compensation has been investigated at 40 Gbps in terms of bit error
rate (BER) and Q-factor for the 4 different cases as described in Table 3. The eye diagrams for the 4 different cases at
different channels are shown below. The resultant values of BER and Q-factor are tabulated in Table 4-7. The graphs of
BER and Q-Factor for different dispersion compensation techniques are also shown below in “Fig. 6, 8, 10 & 11”
Case 1:-Eye diagrams of case 1 (SMF -100 km, DCF-20 km) for 96X40 DWDM system are shown below in “Fig. 5”
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191.7 THz
(a) pre-DCF

191 THz

191.7 THz
(b) post-DCF

191 THz

191.7THz
(c) symmetrical-DCF

Figure 5 Eye Diagrams at different channels for (a)pre-DCF (b) post-DCF & (c) symmetrical-DCF for 96 x 40 Gb/s
DWDM System Case 1.
Table 4: BER & Q-Factor values at different channels of case 1 of simulated system
BER

Channel
freq.
(THz)

Pre-DCF

191

2.54031E-17

191.7

2.48627E-19

192.3

6.8335E-20

193.3

3.57864E-19
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Q-Factor
SymmetricalDCF

Pre-DCF

Post-DCF

Symmetrical
-DCF

7.16632E-18

11.3244

13.3907

11.8831

8.5958E-20

10.55

13.8967

13.8283

3.1357E-21

3.9952E-22

11.1654

12.396

13.8833

1.4469E-19

4.8171E-22

10.9411

11.74497

13.7035

Post-DCF
3.39436E18
3.27392E19
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4.8579E-21

(a) BER at different channels

11.6925
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12.674

13.3614

(b) Q-Factor at different channels

Figure 6 Graphs of (a) BER & (b) Q-Factor at different channels for pre-DCF, post-DCF & symmetrical-DCF for case
1
Case 2:-Eye diagrams of case 2 (SMF -125 km, DCF-25km) for 96X40 WDM system are given below in “Fig.7”

191 THz

191.8 THz
(a)pre-DCF

191 THz

191.7 THz
(b)post-DCF

191 THz

191.8 THz
(c) symmetrical-DCF

Figure 7 Eye Diagrams at different channels for (a) pre-DCF (b) post-DCF & (c) symmetrical-DCF for 96 x 40 Gb/s
DWDM System Case 2.
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Table 5: BER & Q-Factor values at different channels of case 2 of simulated system
BER

Channel
freq.
(THz)

Pre-DCF

191

Q-Factor

Post-DCF

SymmetricalDCF

Pre-DCF

Post-DCF

Symmetrical
-DCF

4.334E-20

4.7961E-21

1.3976E-20

10.9198

12.8689

11.4321

191.7

4.3346E-19

1.8685E-19

1.8406E-19

8.84618

11.001

11.4107

192.3

1.0348E-20

3.07528E-21

2.2016E-22

11.6544

12.2261

13.0764

193.3

2.2658E-19

1.03578E-19

1.42331E-21

11.3929

9.75301

14.9263

194

1.6752E-21

2.48965E-22

2.40446E-22

13.443

12.3874

14.4047

(a)BER at different channels

(b) Q-factor at different channels

Figure 8 Graphs of (a) BER & (b) Q-Factor at different channels for pre-DCF, post-DCF & symmetrical-DCF for case
2
Case 3:-Eye diagrams of case 3 (SMF -150, DCF-30) for 96X40 WDM system are given below in “Fig.9”

191THz

191.7 THz

191 THz

191.7 THz
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191 THz
191.7 THz
Figure 9 Eye Diagrams at different channels for (a)pre-DCF (b) post-DCF & (c) symmetrical-DCF for 96 x 40 Gb/s
DWDM System Case 3.

Table 6: BER & Q-Factor values at different channels of case 3 of simulated system
BER

Channel
freq.
(THz)

Pre-DCF

191

Q-Factor

Post-DCF

SymmetricalDCF

Pre-DCF

Post-DCF

Symmetrical
-DCF

1.5038E-20

5.1405E-21

1.4413E-20

10.5955

11.125

11.0254

191.7

1.7203E-19

6.90347E-20

1.3001E-21

8.95171

9.05206

10.0323

192.3

1.20106E-20

1.5298E-21

7.40978E-21

9.23641

10.1856

9.76991

193.3

1.2987E-19

1.4897E-20

5.849E-22

8.9781

9.71212

11.8994

194

1.64302E-20

1.22922E-21

5.76E-23

10.6169

12.3735

12.0046

(a)BER at different channel

(b) Q-factor at different channel

Figure 10 Graphs of (a) BER & (b) Q-Factor at different channels for pre-DCF, post-DCF & symmetrical-DCF for case
3
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Case 4:-Eye diagrams of case 4 (SMF -200, DCF-40) for 96X40 WDM system are given below in “Fig.11”

191 THz

191.7 THz
(a) pre-DCF

191 THz

191.7THz
(b) post-DCF

191 THz

191.7 THz
(c) symmetrical-DCF

Figure 11 Eye Diagrams at different channels for (a) pre-DCF (b) post-DCF & (c) symmetrical-DCF for 96 x 40 Gb/s
DWDM System Case 4.

Table 7: BER & Q-Factor values at different channels of case 4 of simulated system
Channel
freq.
(THz)

BER

Q-Factor

Pre-DCF

Post-DCF

SymmetricalDCF

191

2.0292E-9

1.9356E-13

8.30234E-15

6.48784

7.8584

8.51297

191.7

3.5189E-10

7.00456E-11

2.3571E-12

6.6286

6.0444

8.11315

192.3

3.5169E-9

3.4225E-11

1.969E-14

6.30143

6.50491

9.66773

193.3

1.474E-10

4.08828E-10

2.40152E-13

5.69563

6.10989

9.0761

194

1.2925E-9

3.93422E-12

3.0416E-13

5.6578

7.46338

9.7411
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(a) BER at different channel for pre,post &symmetrical (b) Q-factor at different channel for pre,post & symmetr
Figure 12 Graphs of (a) BER & (b) Q-Factor at different channels for pre-DCF, post-DCF & symmetrical-DCF for case
4
4. CONCLUSION
This paper investigated the 96 channel DWDM system at 40 Gb/s based on dispersion compensation using DCF with
100 GHz channel spacing. The performance of system using three different dispersion compensation techniques (preDCF, post-DCF & symmetrical-DCF) is investigated & compared in terms of BER & Q-Factor as shown in graphs &
Tables above. It is observed that both post, and symmetrical compensation techniques provide better results for short
haul communication as well as long haul communication. The maximum possible distance of the communication link
achieved is 240 km of system (200 km SMF and 40 km DCF) for optimum value of BER(10-9).
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